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SEVERING THE ACE: UNDERSTANDING ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES ("ACE") IN DEPENDENCY ADOPTION THROUGH THE LENS OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

Cynthia G. Hawkins* and Taylor Scribner**

I. INTRODUCTION

The damage done to us during our childhood cannot be undone, since we cannot change anything in our past. We can, however, change ourselves. We can repair ourselves and gain our lost integrity by choosing to look more closely at the knowledge that is stored inside our bodies and bringing this closer to our awareness. This path, although certainly not easy, is the only route by which we can leave behind the cruel, invisible prison of our childhood. We become free by transforming ourselves from unaware victims of the past into responsible individuals in the present, who are aware of our past and are thus able to live with it.¹

It is no secret that the foster care system in America is overwhelmed.² Children usually enter the foster care system as a result of neglect, abandonment, or abuse.³ Many of these children spend years or even the rest of their childhood in foster care separated from their parents and often their siblings without ever having a permanent home. There is a light at the end of the tunnel for some of these children when they are adopted.⁴ However, adoption is just the beginning of the solution for children in foster care.

---

* Professor of Law, Stetson University College of Law. B.A., Wellesley College. J.D., Harvard Law School.

** B.A., Stetson University. J.D., Stetson University College of Law.


4. Between October 1, 2017 through September 31, 2018, 63,123 children were adopted from the foster care system nationwide. AFCARS REPORT NO. 26, supra note 2. See also THE NATION’S CHILDREN 2019, CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AM. 1 (March 2019).
Almost certainly, every child who enters the foster care system has endured some sort of trauma. It is unrefuted that childhood trauma correlates with mental, physical, and behavioral problems well into adulthood. In 1998, one of the first major studies of the relationship between certain forms of childhood trauma and adult behavior and disease was reported. Dr. Vincent Felitti, then-head of Kaiser Permanente’s Department of Preventive Medicine, and his research team studied seven categories of childhood trauma: psychological abuse; physical abuse; sexual abuse; violence against their mother; and living with household members who were either substance abusers, mentally ill or suicidal, or ever imprisoned. Collectively, these traumas are called “Adverse Childhood Experiences” (ACE).

Today ACE refers to ten common forms of trauma that individuals may have experienced as children. To put this issue in perspective, it is currently estimated that 34.8 million children in the United States are affected by ACE, two out of three adults have one or more ACE, and one out of eight adults have four or more ACE. Since the original study, several studies have been published linking ACE to detrimental lifelong effects relating to mental health, chronic health, and behavior patterns. Despite this, the consideration of ACE in family law and child welfare-related cases is a relatively new concept in courts across the country.

---

7. Id.
8. Id.
This Article summarizes the research on ACE and how this research has become integrated into the courtroom, using the Florida court system as an example. In addition, in a novel approach, this article will articulate how ACE research and findings can be utilized in foster care adoption.

II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE DEPENDENCY SYSTEM

A. Dependency in General

Children enter the foster care system under many unfortunate home life circumstances including substance abuse, sexual abuse, neglect, abandonment, and other forms of abuse.\(^\text{13}\) Every year, the Children’s Bureau performs an assessment of the foster care system called the Adoption and Foster Care Analysis Reporting System (AFCARS).\(^\text{14}\) As of September 30, 2018, there were 437,283 children in foster care for a mean of 19.7 months and with a mean age of 8.3 years old.\(^\text{15}\) Of those children, 116,288 were waiting to be adopted.\(^\text{16}\) A total of 61,901 (25% of discharges for the year) exited foster care as a result of adoption.\(^\text{17}\) These statistics indicate the number of children affected by the dependency system and the percentage who were adopted in fiscal year 2018.

Children officially enter the dependency system when a judge finds them “dependent,” meaning that they are put under the court’s supervision out of concern for their safety and well-being.\(^\text{18}\) During their time in the system, foster children can be placed in “family-foster homes, relative/kinship care, group homes, emergency shelters, residential facilities, child-care institutions, . . . pre-adoptive homes,” and other placements.\(^\text{19}\) Foster children remain in the system until they are reunified with their parents, adopted, or age-out.\(^\text{20}\) In most

\(^{13}\) See generally What Is Foster Care?, THE ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., https://www.aecf.org/blog/what-is-foster-care/ (last updated Apr. 14, 2020) (explaining that children enter the foster care system “because they or their families are going through a crisis”).


\(^{15}\) AFCARS REPORT NO. 26, supra note 2, at 1.

\(^{16}\) Id.

\(^{17}\) Id. at 3.


\(^{19}\) CYNTHIA HAWKINS DeBOSE, MASTERING ADOPTION LAW AND POLICY 18 (2015).

\(^{20}\) See THE ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., supra note 13.
states, children are not eligible for adoption until there is a termination of parental rights.\textsuperscript{21}

When determining whether a child should be reunified with their parent or eligible for adoption, courts apply the “best interest of the child” standard.\textsuperscript{22} This standard does not have a specific definition but refers to how courts determine what action is the best for the child as well as who is most suitable to take care of the child.\textsuperscript{23} As of 2016, twenty-two states and the District of Columbia have statutes listing specific factors to determine the best interest of the child.\textsuperscript{24} Common factors include: the emotional ties a child has to their family, the caregiver’s capacity to create a safe home and meet the child’s basic needs, the mental and physical health needs of the child, and the presence of domestic violence or substance abuse in the home.\textsuperscript{25}

Before 1997, the main goal for foster care children was reunification and family preservation.\textsuperscript{26} This goal led to hundreds of thousands of children spending years in temporary foster care placements until the termination of parental rights finally occurred.\textsuperscript{27} The Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 (“ASFA”) enacted by then-President Clinton shifted the focus instead to stability and permanency for children in the foster care system by promoting adoption.\textsuperscript{28} As a result of this legislation, more children have become available for adoption from foster care than in the past.\textsuperscript{29}

As a reform measure of the child welfare system and in response to the opioid drug crisis, the Family First Prevention Services Act of 2018 (“FFPSA”) (HR 5456) was enacted as part of the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018 (HR 1892; Pub. L. 115-123).\textsuperscript{30} With the goal of reducing the number of children removed from their families, FFPSA allows states to utilize Title IV-E funds for prevention (and intervention) services which allow children who would otherwise risk removal to foster care to remain with their parents or other relatives for up to twelve months.\textsuperscript{31} In addition, FFPSA limits the use

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{21} Hawkins DeBose, supra note 19, at 45.
\item \textsuperscript{22} Id. at 29.
\item \textsuperscript{23} See Determining the Best Interests of the Child, CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY 2 (Mar. 2016), https://www.childwelfare.gov/pubPDFs/best_interest.pdf.
\item \textsuperscript{24} Id. at 2.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{26} See Hawkins DeBose, supra note 19, at 44–45.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Id. at 45.
\item \textsuperscript{29} See AFCARS REPORT NO. 26, supra note 2, at 1 (showing the number of children waiting to be adopted for whom parental rights were terminated increasing steadily between 2014 through 2017).
\item \textsuperscript{31} Id. at 244.
\end{itemize}
of group homes for foster care. However, to date, the FFPSA has not been fully implemented.

B. Dependency in Florida

In Florida, proceedings involving children are covered under Florida Statute Chapter 39, Proceedings Relating to Children. Under Florida Statute § 39.001, the Florida courts act with the purpose and intent to

[P]rovide for the care, safety, and protection of children in an environment that fosters healthy social, emotional, intellectual, and physical development; to ensure secure and safe custody; to promote the health and well-being of all children under the state's care; and to prevent the occurrence of child abuse, neglect, and abandonment.

Dependency proceedings in Florida start with the Department of Children and Families removing the child from the home and placing them in a temporary "shelter." Following the "shelter" of the child, proceedings to determine the child's dependency are initiated by a Department attorney filing a petition with the court. The purpose of the petition is focused on protecting the child rather than punishing the actions of the responsible caregiver.

Upon judicial approval of the petition, the court then devises a case plan. The case plan is created to address (or reflect) the

---

36. See Chapter 39, Florida Statutes, Fla. Dep’t of Child. and Fam. at 25, 72–78 (July 1, 2016), https://www.dc.state.fl.us/admin/publications/fsp/chapter39.pdf (defining “shelter” as “a placement with a relative or nonrelative, or in a licensed home or facility, for the temporary care of a child who is alleged to be or who has been found to be dependent, pending court disposition before or after adjudication.”).
39. See Fla. Dep’t of Child. and Fam., supra note 36, at 111.
circumstances that brought the child into the foster care system. For example, in a dependency case involving domestic violence, the parents may be required to take a course on domestic violence or tasked with removing the abusive parent out of the household. The case plan expires no later than twelve months after the date the child was initially removed. If the parent does not substantially comply with their case plan, then a petition for termination of parental rights may be filed by the Department of Children and Families or the child’s court-appointed guardian.

As mentioned in the previous section, Florida has a statute specifically addressing the “best interest of the child” standard. In a petition for the termination of parental rights hearing, Florida law states that the court will consider factors relating to the best interest of the child including (but not limited to):

1. Any suitable permanent custody arrangement with a relative of the child. However, the availability of a nonadoptive placement with a relative may not receive greater consideration than any other factor weighing on the manifest best interest of the child and may not be considered as a factor weighing against termination of parental rights. If a child has been in a stable or preadoptive placement for not less than 6 months, the availability of a different placement, including a placement with a relative, may not be considered as a ground to deny the termination of parental rights.
2. The ability and disposition of the parent or parents to provide the child with food, clothing, medical care or other remedial care recognized and permitted under state law instead of medical care, and other material needs of the child.
3. The capacity of the parent or parents to care for the child to the extent that the child’s safety, well-being, and physical, mental, and emotional health will not be endangered upon the child’s return home.
4. The present mental and physical health needs of the child and such future needs of the child to the extent that such future needs can be ascertained based on the present condition of the child.
5. The love, affection, and other emotional ties existing between the child and the child’s parent or parents, siblings, and other relatives, and the degree of harm to the child that

would arise from the termination of parental rights and duties.

(6) The likelihood of an older child remaining in long-term foster care upon termination of parental rights, due to emotional or behavioral problems or any special needs of the child.

(7) The child’s ability to form a significant relationship with a parental substitute and the likelihood that the child will enter into a more stable and permanent family relationship as a result of permanent termination of parental rights and duties.

(8) The length of time that the child has lived in a stable, satisfactory environment and the desirability of maintaining continuity.

(9) The depth of the relationship existing between the child and the present custodian.

(10) The reasonable preferences and wishes of the child, if the court deems the child to be of sufficient intelligence, understanding, and experience to express a preference.

(11) The recommendations for the child provided by the child’s guardian ad litem or legal representative.

These considerations ultimately determine whether parental rights will be terminated, and upon the termination, the eligibility of the child for adoption. As will be discussed in subsequent sections herein, children who are placed in the U.S. foster care system (whether subsequently adopted or not) statistically speaking have experienced varying levels of childhood trauma that may well be determinative of their future life-long success.

III. ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES (ACE)

A. History of ACE

In 1985, Vincent Felitti was working on a project at an obesity clinic.\(^4^4\) Felitti was astounded when more than half of his participants dropped out, despite the fact that they were losing weight.\(^4^5\) Seeking a rationale for the subjects’ drop-out rate, Felitti conducted follow-up interviews.\(^4^6\) During one of the interviews, a participant was accidentally asked, "How much did you weigh when you first became

\(^{43}\) FLA. STAT. ANN. § 39.810 (West 2020).
\(^{44}\) Stevens, supra note 11.
\(^{45}\) Id.
\(^{46}\) Id.
sexually active?” to which the participant responded with “40lbs.” The participant was four years old when her father raped her. This was a turning point for Felitti, and as he questioned more participants, he found that the majority of the 286 drop-out participants interviewed were sexually abused as children. After making these shocking revelations, Felitti teamed up with the Centers for Disease Control and Kaiser Permanente to investigate further. This led the research team to conduct a mega study on the effects of Adverse Childhood Experiences on adults.

The 1998 ACE study used a questionnaire that measured eight-to-ten different childhood traumas among three main categories—namely, abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction. The abuse category included physical, psychological, and sexual abuse. The abuse-related traumas were physical and emotional. The household dysfunction category covered the most traumas including mental illness, incarcerated relative, violence of family members, substance abuse, and divorce. Each of the ten traumas was measured through one question on the exam. For example, “Did a parent or other adult in the household often or very often... Push, grab, slap, or throw something at you? or Ever hit you so hard that you had marks or were injured?” measured physical abuse.

For each question to which the respondent answered “yes,” they were given a point. All of the points received were totaled at the end to create the ACE score ranging from zero-to-ten.

Of the 9,508 participants in the study, 36% reported zero ACE, 26% reported one ACE, 16% reported two ACE, 9.5% reported three ACE, and 12.5% reported four or more ACE. Thus, the responses show that 64% of the sample reported at least one ACE, and 38% reported suffering from multiple ACE. The study also found a strong correlation

47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. See The ACE Study, supra note 6.
51. Id. at 247–48. See infra Appendix A: The ACE Survey.
52. See The ACE Study, supra note 6, at 248. Note that the terms “psychological” and “emotional” as related to “abuse” are used interchangeably by the Felitti et al. research teams throughout their various research studies. Compare id. with Anda, et al., The Enduring Effects of Abuse and Related Adverse Experiences in Childhood: A Convergence of Evidence from Neurobiology and Epidemiology, 256 EUR. ARCH. PSYCHIATRY CLIN. NEUROSCI. 174, 176 (2006).
53. The ACE Study, supra note 6, at 248. Note that the Authors will use general term “neglect” interchangeably with the term “abuse.”
54. Id.
56. Id.
57. See The ACE Study, supra note 6, at 246–48.
58. Id.
between exposure to ACE and risk factors for chronic health, such as heart disease, cancer, lung disease, and poor self-rated health.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, a correlation was found between ACE and engaging in adult health risk behaviors, such as smoking, alcohol or drug abuse, overeating, and risky sexual behavior.\textsuperscript{60} Ultimately, the higher the participant’s ACE score, the higher their risk for poor health and/or risky behaviors.\textsuperscript{61}

The so-called “ACE pyramid” was created following the results of the study. The ACE pyramid demonstrates how Adverse Childhood Experiences (the bottom of the pyramid) could lead to early death (the top of the pyramid).\textsuperscript{62} First, the individual experiences ACE, which in turn increases the likelihood of social, emotional, and cognitive impairment(s).\textsuperscript{63} As a result of the impairment(s), the individual may adopt health-risk behavior(s) such as smoking, over-eating, and other coping mechanisms.\textsuperscript{64} Following from the risky behavior(s) is disease, disability, and social problems which ultimately lead to the top of the pyramid—early death.\textsuperscript{65}

The ACE study shed light on what makes the difference between life and death for many people—namely, childhood traumas. Since this study, countless reviews and subsequent studies have found additional implications from ACE.\textsuperscript{66}

### B. Post-1998 ACE Studies

The original 1998 study demonstrated that ACE has a connection with health issues later in life, including alcohol misuse, mental health problems, substance abuse, chronic health issues, suicide, depression, sleep deprivation, risky sexual behavior, unwanted pregnancy, low fertility levels, poor dental health, and more.\textsuperscript{67} Research has also suggested that individual ACE factors are related. The results indicate that the presence of one ACE increased the likelihood that an individual suffered from others.\textsuperscript{68} The following is
a review of some (not all) of the post-1998 research findings of the impact of ACE.\textsuperscript{69}

1. Chronic Health Conditions

One of the largest components of the original ACE study was the correlation between ACE and chronic health conditions. Since the original study, other research has found similar results. One study found that almost 50\% of adult patients who suffered from Type 2 diabetes had suffered from four or more ACE.\textsuperscript{70} Liver disease and associated health risk behaviors also increased with the more ACE experienced by an individual.\textsuperscript{71}

Ischemic heart disease has also been associated with ACE.\textsuperscript{72} One study found that an increased risk of lung cancer may be associated with ACE, finding on average those lung cancer patients with six or more ACE lived thirteen years less than those without ACE.\textsuperscript{73} Consistent with these other serious diseases, a link has been found between ACE and likelihood of hospitalization and diagnosis of an autoimmune disease.\textsuperscript{74} ACE have even been associated with an increased prevalence and risk of headaches.\textsuperscript{75}

In addition to the above-listed health problems, ACE also correlates with the health risks listed below.

\begin{itemize}
\item Robert Anda, Gretchen Tietjen, Elliott Schulman, Vincent Felitti & Janet Croft, \textit{Adverse Childhood Experiences and Frequent Headaches in Adults}, 50 HEADACHE 1473, 1473 (2010).
\end{itemize}
a. Alcohol Abuse

In general, individuals who have experienced ACE are more likely than those who have not to abuse alcohol. A study found individuals who experienced particular ACE were more likely to use drinking to cope and more likely to engage in drinking earlier than those without ACE. Increased risk of adult alcohol abuse and depression also correlates with increased ACE exposure.

b. Substance Abuse

In one study, each ACE increased the likelihood of early drug abuse two- to four-fold. The study also found a strong relationship between ACE and drug use, drug addiction, and parenteral drug use.

c. Smoking/Tobacco Use

One study found individuals with an ACE score of five or more were more likely to be current smokers and more likely to have smoked in their lifetime, compared to individuals with an ACE score of zero. In another study, individuals who reported five or more ACE were at a substantially higher risk of early smoking, ever smoking, current smoking, and heavy smoking.

d. Mental Health Disorders

Studies have suggested a strong relationship between ACE and the probability of lifetime depression and recent depressive

---

77. Emily F. Rothman, Erika M. Edwards, Timothy Heeren & Ralph W. Hingson, Adverse Childhood Experiences Predict Earlier Age of Drinking Onset: Results from a Representative US Sample of Current or Former Drinkers, 122 PEDIATRICS 298 (2008).
80. Earl S. Ford, Robert F. Anda, Valerie J. Edwards, Geraldine S. Perry, Guixiang Zhao, Chaoyang Li & Janet B. Croft, Adverse Childhood Experiences and Smoking Status in Five States, PREVENTIVE MED., June 25, 2011, at 188, 188.

\subsection*{e. Domestic Violence}

Research has shown that witnessing domestic violence as a child can predict physical violence (such as hitting) and psychological violence (such as cursing) in adulthood.\footnote{Said Pournaghash-Tehrani & Zahra Feizabadi, \textit{Predictability of Physical and Psychological Violence by Early Adverse Childhood Experiences}, 24 \textit{J. of Fam. Violence} 417, 419 (2009).} Additionally, being a victim of domestic violence can predict physical violence such as strangling and cursing to the extent that it results in psychological (as opposed to physical) violence or harm.\footnote{Id.} A similar study found a statistically significant relationship between the number of childhood violent experiences and intimate partner violence in the future.\footnote{Charles L. Whitfield, Robert F. Anda, Shanta R. Dube & Vincent J. Felitti, \textit{Violent Childhood Experiences and the Risk of Intimate Partner Violence in Adults}, 18 \textit{J. Interpersonal Violence} 166, 172–76 (2003).} When all three forms of violent childhood experiences in the study were present in an individual, the risk of being a victim or perpetrator of domestic violence increased 3.5 fold for women and 3.8 fold for men.\footnote{Id.} Another study found that men witnessing domestic violence as children predicts negative reactions to future relationships such as “cessation of relationship” and “reprisal.”\footnote{Said Pournaghash-Tehrani, \textit{The Role of Beliefs, Attitudes and Adverse Childhood Experiences in Predicting Men’s Reactions Towards Their Spouses’ Violence}, 26 \textit{J. Fam. Violence} 93, 95 (2010).}

\subsection*{f. Sexual Behavior}

Women who have experienced ACE reported more risky sexual behaviors such as intercourse before age fifteen, sex with thirty partners or more, and perceiving themselves at a higher risk for

HIV/AIDS. The likelihood of experiencing sexual violence as an adult has also been shown to increase with ACE score.

**g. Incarceration**

In a study of incarcerated males, it was found that those who experienced ACE reported more depressive symptoms and a lower quality of life than incarcerated males without ACE.

**h. Fertility/Pregnancy**

Studies have shown the trauma one experiences as a child can affect women when they try to have children of their own. A study in 2015 found a link between ACE and menstrual disruptions and fertility cycles. The study found that as the number of ACE increased, the risk for fertility difficulties and an abnormal absence of menstruation increased. Additionally, the probability of getting pregnant in a single menstrual cycle decreased. Another study found that for each additional ACE, birth weight decreased by 13.79 grams and gestational age by 0.042 weeks. Similarly, a separate study found a strong relationship between pregnancy and preterm birth when two or more ACE were present. A different study found as one’s ACE score increased, the likelihood of teen pregnancy and

---


94. Id. at 50.

95. Id. at 51.


97. Inge Christiaens, Kathleen Hegadoren & David M. Olson, *Adverse Childhood Experiences are Associated with Spontaneous Preterm Birth: A Case-Control Study*, BMC MED., June 11, 2015, at 1, 4–9.
fetal death increased as well. Males with ACE are also more likely to impregnate a teenager.

i. Premature Death

Studies have found ACE to be associated with an increased risk of premature death. In one study conducted by Felitti, individuals who experienced six or more ACE died nearly twenty years earlier than individuals who had an ACE score of zero. This is not surprising based on the risky health behaviors that have been linked to ACE (detailed here in).

j. Group Implications

The continued ACE research has produced studies finding that ACE impacts different groups in different ways. The studies found different trends among those belonging to the same race, ethnicity, sexual preferences, and/or sex. For example, one study found lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals have a higher prevalence of ACE than heterosexuals. Another study found that childhood neglect and household dysfunction in American Indian populations were positively associated with depressive symptoms.

k. Toxic Stress

ACE involve stressful and/or traumatic events. In general, stress and stressors are a fact of life—for both children and adults.

---


103. See Part III supra.

Toxic stress, however, should not be. Children demonstrate toxic stress responses when they experience “severe, prolonged, and/or frequent stress,” such as that caused by “child abuse, caregiver substance abuse, emotional and physical neglect, caregiver mental illness, violence, and living in poverty.” 105 Toxic stress responses can increase “the risk of stress-related disease and cognitive impairment.” 106 Another definition of childhood toxic stress is “severe, prolonged, or repetitive adversity with a lack of the necessary nurturance or support of a caregiver to prevent an abnormal stress response.” 107 The issue of toxic stress is pervasive—“up to 90% of children will experience at least one traumatic event [or ACE], which can lead to toxic stress.” 108

2. Resilience

Having reviewed the impact of ACE, a discussion regarding how adversely-affected individuals can overcome their ACE is relevant.

Research has found the answer is resilience. Resilience is the ability to return to being healthy and hopeful after enduring trauma. 109 Research shows that the impact of ACE can be reduced by parents, teachers, and caregivers when they provide a safe environment and teach ACE survivors how to be resilient. 110

ACE are serious childhood traumas that can result in toxic stress, which may lead to long term health and behavioral problems. 111 Stress can be categorized into three categories: (1) normal or “positive” stress, (2) tolerable stress, and (3) toxic stress. 112 Normal stress is what people deal with day-to-day, such as being stressed for an exam. Tolerable stress is defined as adversity that can be managed with the help of supportive adults. Toxic stress, however, is the result

106. Id.
107. Franke, supra note 104, at 391.
108. Perkins, supra note 105, at 43. See infra Appendix C1, C2, and C3 (“Toxic Stress”).
110. Id.
111. Id.
of tolerable stress without a buffer of protection from a supportive adult.\textsuperscript{113} Children experiencing ACE are often experiencing toxic stress. The detrimental effects of ACE can be managed, however, if adults intervene and make the stress tolerable.

One study found that the presence of the following “resiliency factors” were linked to better outcomes for children: being treated fairly, having supportive childhood friends, being given the opportunity to use one’s abilities, and having a trusted adult/mentor.\textsuperscript{114} The same study found that, for those with four ACE or more who also had the presence of all resilience factors, the prevalence of poor childhood health reduced from 59.8% to 21.3%.\textsuperscript{115}

A major factor of resilience is trusted adult support.\textsuperscript{116} One study found adult prevalence of poor diet, daily smoking, and heavier alcohol consumption increased with the number of ACE, but access to an always-available adult during childhood decreased this prevalence.\textsuperscript{117} These studies show the interrelatedness of ACE and resilience by demonstrating the ability of resilience to mitigate the damage of ACE.

Trusted adults such as parents, caregivers, teachers, and judges can help children be resilient by (1) gaining an understanding of ACE, (2) creating physically and mentally safe environments, (3) helping children identify and manage their feelings and emotions, and (4) creating safe physical and emotional environments at home, school, and in the community.\textsuperscript{118} Resiliency for children includes having resilient parents who have healthy relationships and can problem solve, building attachments and nurturing relationships, building social connections, having basic needs met, learning about parenting and child development, and building social and emotional skills.\textsuperscript{119} Resiliency now has its own questionnaire modeled after ACE and assesses fourteen protective factors.\textsuperscript{120} For each protective factor,

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textsuperscript{113} Franke, supra note 104, at 392. See infra Appendix C1, C2, and C3 (Toxic Stress).
\item \textsuperscript{114} Mark A. Bellis, Karen Hughes, Kat Ford, Katie A. Hardcastle, Catherine A. Sharp, Sara Wood, Lucia Homolova & Alisha Davies, \textit{Adverse Childhood Experiences and Sources of Resilience: A Retrospective Study of Their Combined Relationships with Child Health and Educational Attendance}, BMC PUBL. HEALTH, June 26, 2018, at 1, 6.
\item \textsuperscript{115} Id. at 7.
\item \textsuperscript{116} MENOMEE INDIAN TRIBE OF WISCONSIN, supra note 109.
\item \textsuperscript{117} Mark A. Bellis, Katie Hardcastle, Kat Ford, Karen Hughes, Katheryn Ashton, Zara Quigg & Nadia Butler, \textit{Does Continuous Trusted Adult Support in Childhood Impact Life-Course Resilience Against Adverse Childhood Experiences—A Retrospective Study on Adult Health-Harming Behaviours and Mental Well-Being}, BMC PSYCHIATRY, Mar. 9, 2017, at 7.
\item \textsuperscript{118} MENOMEE INDIAN TRIBE OF WISCONSIN, supra note 109.
\item \textsuperscript{119} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{120} Resilience Questionnaire, TRAUMA INFORMED CARE PROJECT, http://www.trauma informedcareproject.org/resources/RESILIENCE_Questionnaire.pdf (last updated Feb. 2013).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
the effect of an ACE is weakened. By combining and applying the research on ACE and resiliency, children will achieve better outcomes towards overcoming their childhood traumas and living healthy adult lives.

IV. INCORPORATING ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES INTO THE LAW & THE COURTROOM

A. Background: ACE & the Law

Although ACE research has many important societal implications and is applicable to various aspects of life, it is minimally implemented into relevant settings, including the courtroom. The first article applying ACE research to the court system was published in 2008 and documented an Ohio case study (ten years after the 1998 ACE Study).

For centuries, U.S. courts have taken the unilateral approach of punishing individuals for bad behavior. Our instinctual societal view is that a wrong act necessarily begets punishment. However, ACE studies have shown that these bad behaviors may often be attributed to a trauma that occurred during early childhood. It is clear that children who experience trauma do not necessarily “get over it” or go on to live a healthy adult life. For these individuals, punishment is ineffective as it leaves the true root of the problem unaddressed. Thus, it is important to ensure that the courts in general and judges specifically are addressing these traumas when dealing with children in their court rooms.

Stark County Family Court in Cannon, Ohio was no different from other courts until they began educating themselves on trauma-informed court practices. They incorporated their research— which included reviewing the ACE studies discussed above—into their work and published case studies on how they implemented their research into the courtroom. In each of the discussed cases, rather than taking the traditional authoritative punishment approach, the judge took an alternative approach. For example, one
case involved a 17-year-old girl charged with domestic violence for throwing her phone at her mother.\textsuperscript{126} The judge decided to give the typical "bratty teenager speech."\textsuperscript{127} A few days later on Christmas Eve, the girl refused to go home from the detention center and that was when the judge realized something was not right.\textsuperscript{128} When probed, it was uncovered that the girl suffered from multiple ACE, including being raped by a relative and later date raped.\textsuperscript{129} Judges Howard and Tener remarked that:

[B]ecause of our tendency to focus on accountability, we almost limited our attention to only the behavioral symptoms of much deeper problems. As hearing officers, we were on the verge of imposing consequences for behavior without inquiring about the factors underlying the behavior. Had we only made speeches, or changed placements, or incarcerated these children, we would never have given them the help they needed.\textsuperscript{130}

After further reading the research on ACE, the Stark County judges were convinced that they needed be more educated about trauma to address it comprehensively through juvenile justice, child protective services, schools and mental health providers.\textsuperscript{131}

The judges decided to make a positive intervention in the community. They arranged a presentation on trauma and post-traumatic stress for mental health professionals, social workers, school officials, criminal justice officials, and community activists.\textsuperscript{132} As a result of the presentation, the Traumatized Child Task Force was formed.\textsuperscript{133} The Task Force planned an all-day conference for the community and expected about 200 attendees.\textsuperscript{134} However, the community outpouring of interest about the issue brought a total of 500 attendees.\textsuperscript{135} Their project demonstrated the importance of the issue to the community as a whole.

Other courts have begun to understand the importance of ACE in the courtroom. The aptly-named “Trauma-Informed Court” has become a rising trend. The following subsections will address the
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Trauma-Informed Court in Florida and provide insight from two judges in Florida’s Sixth Judicial Circuit (serving Pasco and Pinellas Counties) using this technique in their courtrooms.

B. The Trauma-Informed Court

Although most judges in the United States are unfamiliar with the ACE studies, this is beginning to change as a result of educational programs supporting the trauma-informed court model. Trauma-informed law practices view the legal system vis-à-vis those with history of trauma by recognizing and understanding how pivotal childhood trauma has been in the life of an individual. As a result, trauma-informed judges are: (1) modifying the court system to be safer and more comfortable for children who suffer from trauma related to ACE; (2) recognizing trauma is intergenerational; and (3) taking a solutions-oriented approach in the courtroom, given the likelihood that traditional approaches further traumatize ACE victims.

In response, the Florida Courts have created a trauma toolkit including their “Big 10” approaches to a trauma-informed court. The Big 10 include: (1) understanding trauma and child development; (2) presuming trauma in all parties involved in the case; (3) coordinating all cases involving one family; (4) setting an expectation for trauma and child development information; (5) reading the case file with a trauma lens; (6) ordering screening, assessment, and treatment to address trauma; (7) holding all parties accountable; (8) becoming a convener; (9) continuing to monitor the data; and (10) taking care of oneself as the trauma of others can in turn cause trauma for judges and attorneys.

Even before the entrance of ACE into the courtroom, Florida courts had underlying policies supporting a trauma-informed court—namely, therapeutic justice. The idea of therapeutic justice comes from the 2001 Report of the Family Steering Committee. The report defines therapeutic justice as:
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139. Family Court Tool Kit: Trauma and Child Development Court Implications, FLORIDA COURTS, https://www.flcourts.org/Resources-Services/Court-Improvement/Family-Courts/Family-Court-Basics/Family-Court-Tool-Kit-Trauma-and-Child-Development/Court-Implications (last visited Sept. 5, 2020) [hereinafter Family Court Tool Kit].
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141. See In re Report of Fam. Ct. Steering Comm., 794 So.2d 518, 519 (Fla. 2001) ("Through this petition, the Committee asks this Court to adopt its recommendations for a
[A] process that attempts to address the family’s interrelated legal and nonlegal problems to produce a result that improves the family’s functioning. The process should empower families through skills development, assist them to resolve their own disputes, provide access to appropriate services, and offer a variety of dispute resolution forums where the family can resolve problems without additional emotional trauma.\textsuperscript{142}

The trauma-informed court model moves towards achieving that goal by making court less intimidating and more oriented towards problem solving while being aware of the implications of trauma.

Since the development of the trauma-informed court, multiple resources are available to judges and attorneys to help them work with parties in these delicate situations.\textsuperscript{143} For example, a judge’s and/or attorney’s tone of voice can serve as a trigger for children and adults who have endured one or more ACE. A trauma-informed tone is key.\textsuperscript{144} The following types of phrases are recommended:

Sometimes bad things happen to children when they’re younger. Those are crimes. That shouldn’t have happened. It’s not your fault. There is nothing you could have done to stop it. You deserve to be happy. You can heal from bad things in the past. I can get you someone to talk to who could help. Do you think that might be helpful?\textsuperscript{145}

The National Child Traumatic Stress Network has created “bench cards” for judges outlining trauma-informed questions, past events that may indicate trauma, trauma considerations when deciding

\textsuperscript{142} Id. at 522.


where a child will live, and information on trauma assessments. Additionally, there are lists available for judges detailing the “red flags of trauma,” demonstrating how trauma/ACE “red flags” can appear in various aspects of someone’s life including case circumstances, living circumstances, status (“runaway, jail, prison, mental health or substance abuse facility”), reported hotline history, unfounded reports, school history, mental health history, multi-sexual partners, appearance and emotion, drug use, and men with significant attachments to dogs.

These tools foster open and clear communication in the courtroom which in turn allow the judge to identify the underlying ACE—the ultimate root of the issue.

1. Insights from ACE-Informed Judges

To better understand how ACE applies in the courtroom, co-author Taylor Scribner contacted two Florida Sixth Judicial Circuit judges who have implemented ACE into their everyday courtroom practices: Judge Lynn Tepper (Pasco County) and Judge Jack Helinger (Pinellas County).

a. Judge Lynn Tepper (Retired)

Judge Lynn Tepper (Pasco County) is one of the leading advocates for the integration of ACE into Florida courts and all over the country. Judge Tepper was elected to the bench in 1988. Judge Tepper recently retired from Florida’s Sixth Judicial Circuit, where she presided over family court cases. She heard about ACE in 2011 from Dr. Mimi Graham (Florida State University, Early Childhood Center) while they were co-teaching a national program on “Parenting Time” for dependent children. Since learning about ACE, Judge Tepper has integrated this knowledge into her courtroom practice.

---
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by: (1) creating a trauma-responsive environment both inside and outside her courtroom; (2) focusing on relationships; and (3) ordering evidence-based, trauma-informed assessments and counseling.\footnote{151}

When creating a trauma-responsive environment, Judge Tepper looks to all relevant aspects and indicia, from the staff to the physical appearance of her courtroom.\footnote{152} She makes sure all parties in her courtroom are treated with respect and kindness while reducing fear by assuring their physical and emotional safety in court.\footnote{153} She attunes herself to the parties’ past to avoid re-traumatization and makes sure others do not trigger undesired responses or reactions.\footnote{154} Her courtroom is very family friendly, filled with stuffed animals, books, and healthy snacks to give to children.\footnote{155} The focus of Judge Tepper’s courtroom is on “what happened to the traumatized party” as opposed to “what they did wrong.”\footnote{156}

Judge Tepper also focuses on the current and future relationships between the parties for all cases involving a particular family. This Unified Family Court format ensures consistency and avoids unnecessary court appearances. When dealing with families, Judge Tepper strives to be transparent, consistent, clear, and an active listener. These communication goals build trust and encourage candor.\footnote{157} To achieve additional case-related accomplishments, Judge Tepper takes a positive approach by commending accomplishments and problem-solving efforts of the parties.\footnote{158} Lastly, Judge Tepper uses only evidence-based, trauma-informed assessments. She requires counseling by properly credentialled experts.\footnote{159} Judge Tepper regularly checks in on parties to ensure they are making reasonable efforts to comply with her orders, modifying court orders where necessary.\footnote{160} As stated by Judge Tepper, the key is to inspire hope.\footnote{161}

As a result of her implementation of ACE into her courtroom, Judge Tepper has observed that parties, attorneys, and staff are significantly
less stressed. Staff members and attorneys appear more satisfied with their jobs, and parties appear to be more responsive, relaxed, and engaged, openly discussing their struggles and accomplishments.\textsuperscript{162} She finds that parents are truly changing the path of and for their children by embracing the trauma-informed court.\textsuperscript{163}

When asked to recall an example of how implementing ACE understanding had helped a case, she replied:

Just this week, a mother who had lost [seven] prior children to 'the system' in another jurisdiction, was reunified with her baby. She had been receiving intensive trauma-informed services, all collaborated to assist her in being able to access all services and truly embrace and apply them to her parenting. As a result, her child is thriving and has a healthy attachment to her mother. She told me that if she had been in another courtroom, she would never had [sic] regained custody or learned how to meet the needs of her daughter.\textsuperscript{164}

Since using a trauma-informed lens, Judge Tepper has authored many of the materials now used by the Florida Courts for trauma-informed education.\textsuperscript{165} Judge Tepper’s insights show the power of using a trauma-informed court system to change lives and make the juvenile system more effective overall.

b. Judge Jack Helinger

Co-author Taylor Scribner also interviewed Judge Jack Helinger (Pinellas County), the Family Law Administrative Judge of the Sixth Judicial Circuit of Florida. Judge Helinger has served as a family law judge for ten years. He primarily handles divorce cases (all aspects), child custody and support, the issuance of protective injunctions for domestic violence, and paternity cases.\textsuperscript{166} "The longer I have spent in family law, the more I have realized how important it is to be aware of the psychology of people. If we do not understand the root of the problem, the ability to fix it is greatly diminished," stated Judge
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When Judge Helinger learned about ACE, he immediately understood its relevance to adult psychology and behavior. He has since tried to recognize ACE issues in his court and works to stop or prevent parental adverse behavior by giving parents the tools to succeed. He has found that the majority of people—if given the tools to do so—will act responsibly by putting their child’s interests first above their own.

Judge Helinger compared using ACE in the courtroom to being a firefighter. First, the firefighter must identify the root of the fire, just as the judge must first identify the root of the problem. Second, steps must be taken to put out the fire. Third, the firefighter must make sure the fire does not reoccur. For example, once a substance abusing parent is “clean,” a judge may order continuous treatment or support groups to ensure the parent remains healthy. Finally, the firefighter must help with the damage from the fire. In this case, the judge works to help mitigate the effects of the ACE on the affected party.

Seeing the beneficial effects of applying ACE in his courtroom, Judge Helinger has advocated for increased ACE understanding by disseminating information from his experiences to the community. In 2016, in his capacity as the Family Law Administrative Judge for the Sixth Judicial Circuit, Judge Helinger arranged a training called “Adverse Childhood Experiences: Recognized and Addressed in Family Court.” Judge Helinger closed the Circuit for a day to make sure the entire family law division attended the event along with judges, general magistrates, child support hearing officers, family law attorneys, members of the mental health and medical community, and others. The conference provided general training on ACE and resiliency as well as specific resources for judges, attorneys, and others.
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parents/caregivers. In 2018, Judge Helinger spearheaded a follow-up program entitled “The Pair of ACE: Adverse Childhood Experiences and Adverse Community Environments.” This program disseminated information about ACE and devised ACE-related problem solving for the community at large.

Although neither Judge Tepper nor Judge Helinger specifically deal with dependency adoption, both saw great potential in applying ACE into this specific field of family law. Both judges agreed foster homes, prospective adoptive parents, and the courts need to implement ACE trauma-informed training into their processes. Judge Helinger has found most if not all dependency cases involve multiple ACE and hopes adoptive parents would be attuned to these issues. When asking Judge Tepper on the application of ACE to dependency adoption, she stated:

Bottom line, we have been treating symptoms and not root causes ([like] trauma [and] ACEs [sic]) for decades upon decades. Sadly, a massive number of [adopted youths] had significant exposure to Adverse Childhood Experiences and resulting behavior issues. Adoptive parents turned to the Mental Health community for assistance, often to repeat “Baker Acts” that did nothing more than ‘catch, diagnose, medicate, and release’ [the child patient]. Review of a decade of intakes and discharge summaries reveal such children were never asked a single question about the trauma they experienced and no ACEs [sic] survey was ever completed let alone trauma informed therapy or connection to such services. Consequently, children who were adopted end up back in Dependency court because the adoptive parents were never given trauma informed methods to address the significant needs of the child they adopted. Out of fear, frustration or limited known options, these children are then TPR’d once again, and re-traumatized.

---
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From the insights of these judges, it is clear that a trauma-informed and ACE-aware process would greatly benefit children and adult(s) seeking a dependency adoption.

C. Applying Adverse Childhood Experiences to Dependency Adoption

Children who exit the foster care system experience higher rates of mental health problems compared to those with no foster care histories. One study found that 42% of young adults aged eighteen-to-nineteen were depressed six-to-twelve months after leaving foster care. Another study found that more than 50% of post-foster care adults aged twenty-to-thirty met the criteria for at least one mental health disorder, which was more than double the rate for the general population (namely 54.4% versus 22.1%).

This research indicates that leaving the foster care system is not enough to resolve the underlying problems these children face. Although overall, adoption may improve the life of a child, children who have suffered from traumatic experiences need their psychological wounds addressed. Adopting a child and never addressing their ACE is tantamount to putting a bandage over a wound without ever treating the underlying wound. By applying ACE through a trauma-informed adoption process, the court system can work with the adoptive parents to give their children the tools to become resilient.

The fact that ACE is applicable to children in the dependency system should come as no surprise. Most—if not all—children in the dependency system are survivors of ACE. The reason(s) they are taken from their homes is a direct result of abuse, neglect, or abandonment—the core bases of the ACE analysis. Given the breadth and depth of research on childhood trauma, there is no excuse for courts to be ignorant of the ACE-related care owed to these children. When a child is removed from their parents, the state assumes the responsibility to achieve the optimum outcomes for
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these children. Regardless of their circumstances, each and every child in the foster care system is entitled to a successful life.

Unfortunately, in many cases the damage from ACE continues and may worsen in foster care. As mentioned previously, the AFCARs statistics report that on average foster children spend almost twenty months in foster care.192 Twenty months is almost two years, which is quite significant for a developing child.193 In most scenarios, these children are moved from placement to placement and separated from their siblings and family.194 This only further creates or exacerbates ACE-related trauma. Foster parents are not trained in ACE and thus, are unaware about the need to create an environment of resiliency to help decrease the negative effects of trauma.195 In the worst cases, some foster homes are a source of abuse and neglect. This increases ACE scores, leaving these children more susceptible to the negative long-term effects of ACE trauma.196

Sadly, some children are not placed in a foster home. Most of the time there are more children in the system than there are homes available, and many children end up placed in “group homes” with multiple foster children.197 Group homes are usually overrun with children that have not experienced a nurturing and stable home life, making them less likely to provide an environment that encourages resiliency.198 This often means that courts and future adoptive parents are the last resources available to help children cultivate resiliency.

During the foster-to-adoption process, the effect of the termination of parental rights must also be taken into consideration.199 Despite how terrible a child’s home life with their biological parents may have been, they still formed early attachments to their parents and a child is likely to be traumatized from losing
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their parent(s).\textsuperscript{200} The loss of a parent through abandonment or other reasons is an ACE, thus when parental rights are terminated a child’s ACE score will increase.\textsuperscript{201}

In many cases, the effects of ACE begin before adulthood with many foster children lashing out as a result of their earlier experiences. The juvenile justice system is split into dependency and delinquency.\textsuperscript{202} Dependency refers to children who are removed from their parents’ care. Delinquency refers to children who have committed an act in violation of law or in contempt of court.\textsuperscript{203} There is a substantial overlap between the children that enter both systems, as many dependent children act out, in part, as a result of their separation from their parents, their life in foster care, and other life circumstances.\textsuperscript{204}

Several studies have demonstrated that maltreatment could predispose youth to the delinquency system.\textsuperscript{205} Children in the foster care system are more likely to be in the delinquency system because maltreatment (abuse and/or neglect) is an ACE.\textsuperscript{206} Experts refer to these children as “crossover youth, defined as young people who have experienced maltreatment (for example, abuse, neglect) and have
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The application of ACE and resilience in children in future health and opportunity. Children grow up with less exposure to adversity and are less likely to have children of their own who experience ACEs. Informed Care: The Future of Health Care (2020).

Youth: The Intersection of the Child Welfare and Juvenile Justice Systems (2019). Not only does this research affect the future of children currently in the foster care system, but it will affect children in future generations. ACE can lead to a vicious cycle. All adults were once children. If trauma is not addressed properly in these children before adulthood, there is a high probability that these individuals will experience the juvenile justice system again as parents. For example, victims and observers of domestic violence are more likely to be a victim or abuser as an adult. Additionally, children who experience ACE are more likely to consume alcohol and become substance abusers—a common reason for child removal. If the courts do not take this opportunity to intervene, it could negatively impact generations to come. Courts that do take the time to become trauma-informed will better serve their community and potentially result of child abuse.
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decrease the number of children entering the foster care system in the future.\footnote{215}

This research is not solely incumbent upon judges and court personnel.\footnote{216} Adoptive parents should be informed of this research in order to provide the best life possible for their children. ACE should be integrated into the adoption process so that parents are fully informed of any trauma their children have experienced and better understand how to treat these sensitive situations.\footnote{217} Managing the effects of childhood trauma is not intuitive for parents.\footnote{218} Without proper training, parents may believe the common misconception that ignoring the trauma is an effective coping strategy.\footnote{219} Courts should provide adoptive parents with tools to give their children a chance to achieve resilience.\footnote{220} As Judge Tepper noted, many of these children may end up back in the dependency system if they act out and misbehave after adoption.\footnote{221} Providing parents with tools to help them create supportive home environments is essential to overcoming childhood trauma, and ultimately reducing the rate of children reentering the system post-adoption. Not only will this be useful to the children involved, but this process may enlighten the adoptive parents as to any ACE they have experienced themselves that may affect them in their ability to parent.

Using trauma-informed tools in the courtroom and informing adoptive parents on the implications of ACE could drastically improve outcomes for children who have experienced the foster care system.\footnote{222}
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V. Conclusion

For decades, courts have failed children in the juvenile court system by their lack of therapeutic justice. Today, research shows that traditional punishment-oriented approaches are not always effective. Some courts are beginning to implement trauma-informed practices into their courtrooms. These systems recognize what is becoming increasingly clear—the effects of trauma on individuals can no longer be ignored by our justice system.

ACE have serious implications for the court system. In particular, because of structural confines, foster children are essentially guaranteed to have experienced at least one ACE. For the lucky ones, adoption is the beginning of a better life. However, adoption is not necessarily a panacea. Throughout the adoption process, the court should be attuned to the potential ACE suffered by the child to ensure the best interests of the child are being met. This requires providing tools to foster and adoptive parents to encourage resilience of the child post-adoption.

The following additions to dependency adoptions are proposed:

1. All dependency court officials should be educated on ACE and how to create and conduct a trauma-informed court.
2. Foster parents and group home employees should be educated in ACE to help mitigate the effects of ACE before court intervention during adoption.
3. Adoptive parents should be provided with an online course on trauma and ACE before the finalized adoption of their child.
4. Foster children should be provided with an age-appropriate ACE questionnaire to inform the court and adoptive parents of any ACE.

Implementing these proposals will increase former foster children’s chances of overcoming any adverse consequences of ACE. Additionally, these proposals will help judges and attorneys become better problem solvers. Children will have more opportunity to thrive.

---
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when foster parents and adoptive parents are better equipped to nurture ACE-impacted children. As studies clearly show, the effects of ACE are real. If the juvenile justice system does not begin to address these issues, the foster care system will continue to be overloaded. Children are the future and they deserve every chance to become flourishing adults.
Appendix A: The ACE Survey

Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE) Questionnaire
Finding your ACE Score

While you were growing up, during your first 18 years of life:

1. Did a parent or other adult in the household often …
   Swear at you, insult you, put you down, or humiliate you?
   or
   Act in a way that made you afraid that you might be physically hurt?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

2. Did a parent or other adult in the household often …
   Push, grab, slap, or throw something at you?
   or
   Ever hit you so hard that you had marks or were injured?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

3. Did an adult or person at least 5 years older than you ever…
   Touch or fondle you or have you touch their body in a sexual way?
   or
   Try to or actually have oral, anal, or vaginal sex with you?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

4. Did you often feel that …
   No one in your family loved you or thought you were important or special?
   or
   Your family didn’t look out for each other, feel close to each other, or support each other?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

5. Did you often feel that …
   You didn’t have enough to eat, had to wear dirty clothes, and had no one to protect you?
   or
   Your parents were too drunk or high to take care of you or take you to the doctor if you needed it?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

6. Were your parents ever separated or divorced?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

7. Was your mother or stepmother:
   Often pushed, grabbed, slapped, or had something thrown at her?
   or
   Sometimes or often kicked, bitten, hit with a fist, or hit with something hard?
   or
   Ever repeatedly hit over at least a few minutes or threatened with a gun or knife?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

8. Did you live with anyone who was a problem drinker or alcoholic or who used street drugs?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

9. Was a household member depressed or mentally ill or did a household member attempt suicide?
   Yes No
   If yes enter 1

10. Did a household member go to prison?
    Yes No
    If yes enter 1

Now add up your “Yes” answers: ______  This is your ACE Score

Appendix B: The ACE Pyramid

*About the CDC-Kaiser ACE Study, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION, https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/acestudy/about.html (last visited Aug. 3, 2020).*
Appendix C1: What We Can Do About Toxic Stress

WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT TOXIC STRESS
FROM SURVIVING TO COPING TO RESILIENCE

Building resilience and strength in families and communities is one of the most important investments we can make as a society. But what does that mean?

Experiencing stress that doesn’t let up can be harmful to people’s lifelong health and wellbeing, especially if it begins when they’re young. Without supportive relationships, it can become what scientists call “toxic stress.” Nobody knows this better than those who have experienced it.

But that’s not the whole story. With the right supports, toxic stress doesn’t have to lead to bad outcomes. We all know that everyone copes with stress differently—even children. Understanding how stress affects each of us is the first step toward making changes in our communities and our own lives that can help everyone thrive.

TOXIC STRESS CAN FEEL LIKE A HEAVY WEIGHT, BUT COMMUNITIES CAN SHARE THE LOAD.

As adults, the effects of stress caused by things like experiencing violence, or not having enough food or a place to live, can feel heavy, like a burden that makes it hard to get through life. This stress can put a person into a constant state of “fight or flight” response, which makes it unusually difficult to plan or follow through, or to stay calm. Feeling this way can override a parent or caregiver’s ability to provide the supportive relationships children need, or even to do things that help relieve the burden.

Just as a truck can only bear so much weight before it slows down or stops moving forward, challenging life circumstances can weigh caregivers down and make it hard to do the things they need and want to do. And just as carrying too much for too long can cause a truck to break down, people can wear down from being overburdened without support.
But just as we can remove cargo from an overloaded truck, we can provide supports and services that allow caregivers to focus on caring for themselves and their children. And just as we can do regular maintenance to keep a truck in good shape, regular access to these services can help families manage the load during challenging times.

**SUPPORTING EACH OTHER, BUILDING RESILIENCE**

Under this kind of stress, it can be difficult to focus on the fact that the most important thing your children need is love, affection, and attention, along with clear limit-setting. Spending more time playing and snuggling with them, talking to them, or taking walks and exploring together are tools you can use to help connect.

The threads that connect us all can grow stronger when taking on difficult challenges, and those ties can lessen the burden of toxic stress. No person is an island; everyone needs the help of others in difficult times. And toxic stress is not the end of anyone’s story.

*Center on the Developing Child, Harvard University*

For more information: [https://developingchild.harvard.edu/toxic-stress](https://developingchild.harvard.edu/toxic-stress)

---

*What We Can Do About Toxic Stress, Harvard Univ. Ctr. on the Developing Child,*
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**HOW TOXIC STRESS IN CHILDHOOD ALTERS THE BRAIN**

Exposure to major adversity in early childhood can weaken brain development. This can permanently set the body’s stress response system on high alert. A stable, nurturing environment can prevent these responses and outcomes for learning, behavior and health.

**NORMAL**
A typical neuron with many connections looks like this.

**TOXIC STRESS**
A neuron damaged by toxic stress has fewer connections.

*Sources: J.J. Reidley Neuroscience (2004)*

*Martha Thierry/Detroit Free Press*

*Free Press Special Report: Could These Solutions Help Detroit’s Kids?*,
DETOIT FREE PRESS,
Appendix C3: Stress in Childhood

Appendix D: The Pair of ACEs Tree

“The Pair of ACEs [sic] Tree” graphic above was created by Building Community Resilience to demonstrate the “interconnectedness” of Adverse Community Environments (represented by the soil) and Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) (represented by the tree branches) and their impact on children and families.